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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is investigating a data compromise where data
exfiltration occurred. Prior to the investigation, the
supervisor terminates an employee as a result of the suspected
data loss. During the investigation, the supervisor is absent
for the interview, and little evidence can be provided form the
role-based authentication system in use by the company. The
situation can be identified for future mitigation as which of
the following?
A. Job rotation
B. Log failure
C. Insider threat
D. Lack of training
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a Dynamics 365 for Customer Service system
administrator.
Your organization does not permit the use of custom code for
solutions.
You need to create a view that can be viewed by all users in an
organization.
Where should you create the view?
A. Microsoft Visual Studio
B. Entities component of a solution
C. Advanced Find
D. Microsoft Excel template
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
When Nuance/Speechworks OSR is installed, the variable
SWIrunAsClient's value determines if OSR client runs on a
separate host than the server. That value is set __________.
A. manually, as an Environment variable
B. automatically, in Speechworks.cfg
C. manually, in Speechworks.cfg
D. conditionally, as an Environment variable
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. DMZ
B. UPnP
C. QoS
D. ARP
Answer: A
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